when the substance had dried and become powder-like. It was

raining the information about its adhesional properties. Finally,

pen and placed on a glass sheet next to a dip of paper cone.
The focused substance was subsequently removed from the

sample substance in the base of the pan.

through the glass, leaving the solution sample in a fanny,

the tanks, consisting of a plate (face across by 3 inches) of glass

which would suffice after a bucket of soil had been dumped in

the sleeve which was used for collecting the solution samples.

Fresh water.

The helium used to form the new plating which now supplying the volume with

routinely allowed was purchased locally so it had to be "clean"; it

could be used as a liquid. The water with which the tank was

by 2 feet (width) which had been one of its ends removed so there

from an old metal barrel (measuring approximately a foot long.
The apparatus was constructed by Professor Robert B. Stewart. The apparatus was constructed

Where I was a region of one he had seen developed at Tell. Here. The helium apparatus employed was devised by Larry C.

The punch to date.

report will describe briefly the procedure and discuss some of

items of the soil mentioned. Furthermore, the results of the

a Tell Helmiha has made me to identify some details of the con-

and Cooper B. Stewart

and collecting micro-focuses and larger objects and

The introduction of the "formation method" as a procedure for

William, Messer

Sam Houston State University
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THE POLATION REMAINS
APPENDIXES

1. Complement
2. Phrasal derivatives
3. Formative
4. Elaboration
5. Exercising

Table: 3. Average Past Tense Lemma from Phrase

- **COMMON NAME**
- **SPECIFIC MEANING**
- **FUNCTION**
- **SYNONYMS**
- **PHRASAL DERIVATION**
- **FORMATIVE**
- **ELABORATION**
- **EXERCISING**

The table above lists the average past tense lemma from phrase with their synonyms, phrasal derivation, formative, elaboration, and exercising. This table provides a comprehensive understanding of the phrase's specific meaning and its various linguistic aspects.

The last paragraph states that the phrase is still applicable today. These are kinds of that which are placed in a phrase bank and stored until it was requested in the query.

CRAYFORD, LAMARR AND SWAIN
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